Family Involvement Questionnaire

Student: ______________________________________________________ Age: _______ Grade: _______

What sorts of home-school connections do you prefer?

___ visiting the classroom during the school day
___ evening activities or workshops
___ family-oriented homework (reading together, collecting family stories)
___ emails to and from the teacher
___ handwritten notes to and from the teacher
___ phone calls to and from the teacher
___ fall and winter conferences
___ additional conferences to discuss progress and set goals (Please list days and times you
    are available either before or after school: ________________________________.)
___ other ____________________________

What knowledge, guidance, or experiences would you like to offer to the classroom?

___ work with children on projects
___ listen to children read
___ bring in a story to read
___ tell a story (personal, family, community, folktale)
___ share a hobby
___ share work-related knowledge
___ share cultural knowledge (traditional stories, ways of living, beliefs)
___ share language knowledge
___ prefer to observe only
___ other ____________________________

Does anything make it difficult for you to participate in school-related activities?

___ conflicts with work
___ younger children at home (or others who may need care)
___ not sure what to do when visiting the classroom
___ not comfortable speaking the language spoken in the classroom
___ transportation
___ other ____________________________